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‘The unexamined life is not worth living’  - Socrates  
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We’re in business to save our home planet
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History on Titles 
Royalty, Religion, and Military turned titles into a currency way before the first 
corporation was created.  

§ Titles created hierarchies: The Higher the title, the better. A king captures its pawn.
§ Titles drove respect: Those who were on the lower system were deemed as less worthy. Former 

British kind Edward VIII became an outcast once he abdicated.
§ Titles were based on relationships, reputation and not performance: If you were ‘part of the family’ 

you’d get a title. Some people get promotions because of their connections. 
§ Titles were used as a bargaining chip: Scotland and France were strong allies; at least give 

contracts of marriage were celebrated between these two nations to preserve power. An exchange of 
titles was part of these ‘contracts’

§ Loyalty was rewarded: The longer you served as King, the bigger reward. Tenure has traditionally 
been more rewarded than performance. 



Why an Unconventional Approach to Titles?
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§ When we doubled down on our mission statement – it triggered consideration of other ways we can double down 
on our culture and values to ensure we are still Patagonia in the next 100 years. 

§ With growth in headcount and size – we are at an inflection point where we double down and deepen our use of the 
title conventions handed down from the military and industrial business… or reinvent another, better, more Patagonia 
way and one that reflects the way we work today versus corporate America 50 years ago.

§ People grow and are getting promoted every day, but the only tool we give people to recognize a “true” promotion 
are within a constrictive 5-layer, hierarchal model we absorbed from conventional business.  About 60-75% of people 
who progress or get promoted at Patagonia don’t get recognized because only changes in the 5 title-castes “count”.  

§ The conventional caste system model assumes the only way up is linear – in reality, its more like climbing the Dawn 
Wall or Free Solo El Cap – to move up you sometimes have to move sideways or even down (which can sometimes 
be the trickiest moves.)  The old way was not supporting, recognizing or allowing us to celebrate the reality of how 
people actually progress in the current workplace.  We can do better.



“A top-down central system like a 
dictatorship takes an enormous amount of 
force and work to keep the hierarchy in 
power…  all top-down systems eventually 
collapse…” 

- Yvon Chouinard, LMPGS
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Patagonia’s Goal for Unconventional Titles 

§ Build a growth, development and organizational platform more closely aligned to Patagonia’s 
unconventional culture and mission - Not Bound by Convention.

§ Provide a better system and language for growth to increase opportunities to celebrate and 
recognize promotion and progression. 

§ Implement a system that doesn’t inadvertently encourage deeper layers and heavy bureaucracy –
“Build No Unnecessary Hierarchy.” 

§ Drive a culture where personal behaviors drive leadership influence vs. title-based power driven by 
words on a business card. 



Our Transformation Journey on titles

Phase 1:
Concept Creation & Leadership Rollout 

Phase 2:
Org-wide Rollout

Phase 3:
Implement 

Introduce Title Concept, Leadership alignment 
and design path forward

Engage all employees in title change Implement unconventional titles across business 
processes

Completed: 

ü Leader discussions on unconventional tittle 
change and implications e.g. aligned on what 
remains the same, naming convention guidelines

ü Adjusted our Bonus Structure to align with 
personal growth and contribution vs. compulsory 
title acquisition.

ü Developed Guidelines for leaders to navigate 
conversations with their teams 

• Over the next three months, Leaders ‘Live with 
Draft titles’ and talk to their teams about the title 
change process and implications. 

• Rollout a series of facilitated focus group sessions 
open to all employees with a focus on 
progression and recognition

• Mid Q2 check-in with Leaders to assess 
improvements and iterations to titles and process 

• Beginning of Q3 selected titles have been 
changed and updated in Workday. 

• Start to implement and phase in aspects of title 
change into our existing business processes 

• People — e.g. org charts, performance, 
career development, 

• Process — e.g. Recruiting, Budget sign-off
• Systems— e.g., Workday

• Adoption of new way of thinking about 
recognition, performance and promotion

Timeline: 
FY18 – FY19 Q1

Timeline:
Q2

Timeline: 
Implementation completed by Q3



Guidelines for Unconventional Titles 
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1. No references to permanently assigned title-class levels when describing 
roles (Sr., Director, Sr. Director, VP)

2. Provide a short description 6 words or less (less is more)
3. Use Patagonia’s Clean Design Philosophy. Keep editing words until you can’t 

clean up any more and still keep meaning.  Less is more. 
4. Be as straightforward as possible without frivolous descriptors like ‘Unicorn 

Tamer’ 
5. It’s ok to use regional descriptors when there are people in the same role 

with different regional roles (e.g. “Role – Global” ; or “Role – N.America”) 
6. Its ok to use product, channel or other descriptors when there are other 

people in the same role with different support roles (“Role – Surf”; “Role –
Retail”)

7. Externally: Its ok to describe your role in a true and authentic way in which 
others can relate 

8. When recruiting its ok to use a range of leveling to help people gauge the 
role if needed

Examples of Unconventional Titles  Guidelines 
Original Future Title 

Chief Product 
Officer

Product

Director, Patagonia 
Books

Publishing, Patagonia 
Books 

Director, Retail 
Operations 

Retail Operations and 
Development – N 
America

VP General Counsel General Counsel

Director, 
Merchandising 

Merchandising – N 
America 

Sr. Director PR & 
Communications 

PR, Communication, and 
Media Policy
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What we have learned so far…

§ A title is not a superpower but without it can make 
feel people feel powerless. 

§ The ability to drive change is not directly 
associated with a title.

§ There are other meaningful ways to progress.

§ Removing hierarchical titles helps to accelerate the 
conversation to redefine authority and decision making.

§ Evolving rewards and recognition is a part of the 
answer.
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